Welcome to the wiki for LD4P3 Linked Data for Production: Closing the Loop. With support from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, LD4P3 aims to "close the loop" to create a working model of a complete cycle for library metadata creation, sharing, and reuse. LD4P3 builds on the foundational work of LD4P2: Pathway to Implementation, LD4P Phase 1, and Linked Data for Libraries Labs (LD4L Labs).

The LD4P3 partners—Cornell University, Stanford University, and the University of Iowa's School of Library and Information Science—in collaboration with ShareVDE, the Library of Congress, and the Program for Cooperative Cataloging (PCC), focus their efforts in 5 areas, or Work Packages, detailed below. LD4P3 runs through June 30, 2022.

Project background: Proposal | Announcement
Learn more from LD4P3 Presentations

About LD4P3

WP1: Expansion of the Sinopia Environment

- Requirements Analysis (wiki page with links to docs)
- LD4P3 Sinopia Project Plan (slide deck)
- Sinopia tool (stage.sinopia.io) (test version of Sinopia tool)
- Sinopia usage statistics
- Sinopia code repo and issues backlog (Github)
- Sinopia help pages (help.sinopia.io) (Github wiki)
- Sinopia User Group meetings (running notes)
- Sinopia Development Demos (YouTube channel)

WP2: Production Authority Support

- Questioning Authority code repo
- Best Practices for Authoritative Data Working Group Charter 1: Search API
  - Summary of Survey to Prioritize Cataloger User Stories
  - Cataloger User Stories for Working with Authoritative Data and Supporting Developer and Provider User Stories
- User Stories for Sinopia-QA/cache-ShareVDE
WP3: Discovery

- "Discovery On the Ground (DOG)" discussions and work

WP 4: Expansion of PCC Involvement

- PCC Task Group to Support Expansion of PCC Cataloging in Sinopia (Final Report)
- PCC Task Group on PCC Sinopia Application Profiles (Final Report)
- PCC Task Group to Implement Sinopia Expansion Recommendations (Charge)
- PCC's Sinopia Training Modules
  - see also User Stories for Sinopia-QA/cache-ShareVDE

WP 5: Sustainability & Community

- 2021 LD4 Conference on Linked Data
- 2020 LD4 Conference on Linked Data in Libraries
- LD4 public Slack (join link)
- LD4 Community including Affinity Groups
- Sustainability of tools and data environment (future)

This project follows the LD4P Community Participation Guidelines.
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